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i just started insanity and i am really looking forward to the asylum
workout. i love that asylum is a total body workout, not just the abs. i tried
insanity, but my knee cap was too messed up to keep up with the cardio

so i only did the abs. the workout is easy and my arms and legs are feeling
the burn. i love working out in the morning before my kids wake up. ive
been looking at asylum for some time now, wondering if i should try it or
not. i have been an endurance athlete for years. i do yoga and strength
training for fitness. i am 51 and have been struggling with weight issues

and diabetes. i am hoping the asylum workouts will change my life. i have
done asylum before but will be doing it again. i have never done p90x and

insanity before but have done body beast, max 30 and beachbody
workouts. i am in better shape than i have ever been but a bit more ripped
than i want to be. i look at the asliny site and am a bit overwhelmed with
all the different formats, etc. i want to get a good workout in but not be a

burden to my husband if i mess up. how do i find a workout that is
reasonable? i am a fairly new member to the site. i have done insanity,
max 30 and will be doing asylum. i have a post-surgery knee and am
looking for a workout that is good for me but not too hard on me. i am
hoping for a workout that is similar to insanity, however, i would rather

have more for longer. i have been a vegetarian for years and am looking
forward to the variety asylum offers. i really like the asylum workouts. i
have been a vegetarian for the last year and was afraid of the workouts.
this is my first. i feel i am going to enjoy the workouts and see how they

work for me. i have also done insanity and max 30. i am 53 years old and
have had knee surgery. i think i need to start with asylum.
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lets start with the
good. it should go

without saying that
beachbody takes its
role seriously when
it comes to making
fitness programs

and
certainlydoesntfeel
like playing second
fiddle to anyone.
that is evident by
the quality of the
production with

asylum volume 2.
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the workouts are
well planned,
obviously well
rehearsed, the

music professionally
made and the set

perfect. you will not
find a better looking
program in its class.
productions like this
make you honestly
feelembarrassedfor

the glut of
wannabeimitators.
cool website! the
dvd takes like a

month to download
(3 mbps) and is
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about half the
length of the regular
asylum dvd (yay!). it

can be slower in
times of high-

demand or with a
bad link, but it's fine
and i'd recommend

it. i'm not sure if
you're selling these,
but i was interested

in reviewing your
product and wanted

to see if i could
purchase it and

send it to the site. i
don't know if you're
open to that or not,
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but i'd be interested
in providing you

with my opinion. i'd
just be interested in
speaking with you

about that and
possibly doing a

review as well. i'm
not sure if you'd be

interested in doing a
review of the dvd or
not, but i'd be happy

to work out the
details if you're

open to that. i was
just interested in

getting your product
out there and
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providing my honest
opinion, not sure if

you want to do
reviews or not. oh, i
forgot to mention

that this is in
german. i don't read
german, but i think
you could provide a
"dummy" version in
english. i've noticed
you have an english

version of the
asylum 2 dvd. why

not provide a
german version? i'm
sure it'd sell well in

germany. i know
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there are a lot of
people there who
buy workout dvds
and i know a lot of
them are german,
plus i know a lot of
people who will be
interested in your

program. i know this
is a long shot and

i'm sorry for
bugging you with
this, but i thought

i'd at least mention
it. 5ec8ef588b
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